DISCLAIMER AND IMPORTANT INFORMATION:
The “Polished Concrete” range of products are designed with the maximum volume of aggregate to provide
the best possible Polished finish. The placement of these products via a concrete pump is not recommended.
Check with your Contractor as to how they will be placing the concrete. The Concrete Supplier cannot
guarantee pumpability of these products.
The Concrete Supplier will not be responsible for poor onsite preparations, poor placement techniques,
colour variation and variability of stone distribution. related to placement and curing techniques.
An inherent property of all concrete is that shrinkage will occur as a result of chemical and physical loss of
water. Such shrinkage induces stress which can result in cracking. Design and construction methods are
required to mitigate and reduce the possibility of uncontrolled cracking.

Where can it be used ?
Generally speaking, most common
application are internal floors where the
low maintenance benefits of a high
polish is desirable such as: lounge,
dinning, kitchens, bath & bed rooms.
However, external floors are possible too.
Though some consideration needs to be
given to ensure the finished texture is
non-slip.

There are likely to be variations in consistency of colours and textures, appearance and quality in the finished
product of the hardened concrete, as the raw ingredients are natural and subject to variations beyond our
control. Furthermore, the nature of natural quarried materials is that variation is inevitable over the life of the
quarry and some materials may contain traces of naturally occurring iron which can lead to stains developing
on the surface of the finished concrete some time after construction is complete.
The concrete samples shown are indicative only of the finished concrete product, and no guarantee of the
colours or textures of the product is given or implied by this brochure. Whilst reasonable care has been taken
in the preparation of this document, reproductive processes will alter the actual appearance of the products to
varying degrees.

For a closer representation of the concrete samples displayed, please call into our display centre.

Can’t see what you’re looking for?
Don’t despair!
We can make you a sample panel in
accordance with your exacting
requirements.
Please enquire with our Office or friendly
Sales Staff.
The possibilities are endless!

We invite you to visit our Display Centre
161-171 Ordish Road, Dandenong South
Melway: 94J7
OPEN
Mon to Fri : 7:30am til 4pm
Sat: 7:30am til 12noon
PHONE:
FAX:
EMAIL:

03 8792 3100
03 8792 3199
decorative@vicmix.com.au

SUGGESTED SPECIFICATION:

Sales Person:

What is Polished Concrete?
“Polished Concrete” refers to a very
popular and durable finish that
resembles polished stone.
Polished Concrete is achieved by
grinding away the top few millimetres
of the surface to reveal the internal
matrix. Progressively finer grades of
cutting and polishing are undertaken
to achieve the final finish.

ALPINE IVORY “jade glass seed”

ALPINE IVORY “yellow glass seed”

BROADPEAK BLACK “jade glass seed”

PALERMO 1 BLACK

EMPEROR MARSH IVORY

BLIZZARD 1 IVORY

PALERMO 1 MIDDLE EARTH

CONGO ASH

HISPANIA 7 IVORY

MERIDIAN 3 ASH

COLORADO 2 ASH

SNOW BEACH

BROADPEAK ASH

BROADPEAK ASH “blue glass & pebble ”

ALPINE IVORY “red glass seed”

BROADPEAK “gold glass Seed”

PLEASE NOTE: The images above are indicative only and are presented as a guide. Do not base your selection solely on this document. Visit our showroom to see actual concrete samples before making your final decisions.

